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Industry's Most Comprehensive Host Integration Server Offers Low-Risk, Low-Cost Approach to Legacy
Integration

London, February 9, 2004 - WRQ, Inc. today announced the launch of Verastream. 5.5 integration server, a
single solution for rejuvenation and reuse of host application logic and data in new web applications,
packaged applications and portals. Verastream 5.5 combines powerful new support for leading enterprise
technologies with increased performance and management capabilities to enhance productivity, lower costs
and simplify IT administration.
With this release, WRQ. has expanded its focus on Microsoft technologies by providing seamless
integration with Visual Studio .NET and BizTalk Server, making it possible for Microsoft developers to
work directly with legacy components within the Microsoft .NET development environment.
Enterprise demand for real-time and web-driven business initiatives has shaped the enhancements to WRQ
Verastream. With an estimated 70 percent of a company's critical customer data locked away in various
legacy applications, organisations can use Verastream within their service-oriented architecture (SOA) to
rapidly expose legacy application logic and data as reusable components, such as COM Objects, JavaBeans,
web services, or the newly added .NET component, without having to learn legacy code.
"Economic conditions and a desire for reduced complexity are driving companies towards a common solution
for web-enabling legacy applications for visual or composite applications," said Dale Vecchio, research
director for Gartner, Inc. "Programmatic Integration Servers more closely integrated with dominant
development environments, such as Microsoft's Visual Studio or IBM's WebSphere Studio, provide a good
option for enterprises looking to extend legacy."
Added rejuvenation capabilities, integration with Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004, and broader support for
the Microsoft .NET platform enable developers to create flexible solutions that transform legacy
applications for rapid reuse. Using Verastream, application developers can quickly build services,
portlets/web-parts or composite applications by consolidating and sharing information across a variety of
host platforms through a single interface.
In addition, Verastream 5.5 allows IT departments and developers to take advantage of real-time access to
legacy applications using the skills and tools that they already possess.
"WRQ Verastream 5.5 offers IT departments a low-risk, low-cost integration solution with an advanced
approach to building new business applications, portals and web services," said Bob Stream, Director of
Sales and Marketing at WRQ. "Verastream is the only legacy extension platform to provide a complete
spectrum of solutions, from basic rejuvenation to full programmatic integration. Verastream's ability to
work within the developer's environment of choice both speeds the development of new initiatives and
establishes a working foundation for future projects."
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WRQ Verastream 5.5 Technology Highlights
Key technology highlights within this new version of Verastream include the following:
- Broad Support for Microsoft .NET Technologies - WRQ Verastream 5.5 now provides a full .NET API with
native .NET DataSet support, automatic generation of .NET Class Libraries and COM Objects, automatic
generation of ASP.NET and ASP web applications, automatic generation of .NET Web services, and enhanced
interoperability with Visual Studio .NET.
- BizTalk 2004 Integration - WRQ Verastream 5.5 expands the reach of Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004 by
providing a non-invasive, bi-directional, real-time connection to host systems (such as IBM Mainframe,
IBM AS/400, UNIX, OpenVMS, HP e3000). Verastream eliminates any host programming and allows BizTalk
developers to encapsulate and reuse legacy application functionality within the BizTalk orchestration
environment.
New capabilities unique to WRQ Verastream 5.5 include:
- VT Rejuvenation - Verastream has extended its single platform capabilities for presentation and
programmatic integration to include - HTML on the fly - rejuvenation of character-mode applications
running on HP, UNIX, and OpenVMS hosts through a VT terminal interface. Now Verastream can automatically
convert both IBM block-mode and VT character-mode host screens into modern .NET and Java web application
user interfaces.
- Event Handlers - Found only in Verastream 5.5, Event Handlers provide a flexible, modular, and
reusable way to programmatically extend Verastream's functionality. Event Handlers make it possible to
develop a solution once, eliminating repetitive client-side programming and providing the performance
benefits of executing on the Verastream runtime server. Uses for Event Handlers include formatting
conversions like currency, date and text; data entry validation; user authentication and access control;
and extending interoperability across multiple host applications.
~ends~
About WRQ
WRQ. builds software for accessing and integrating legacy applications. WRQ Reflection. software provides
a broad range of terminal-emulation and PC X server solutions. WRQ Verastream. integration server
provides a single platform for reusing legacy logic and data in web applications, CRM applications, or
portals. Our products help companies get the most from their hosts today as they advance their long-term
IT strategy.
Established in 1981, WRQ is one of the largest privately held software companies in the U.S. It has over
six million users worldwide and the highest customer-support rating in the industry. Four out of five
Fortune 500 companies rely on WRQ daily. Learn more at www.wrq.com.
Access. Integrate. Transform.
###
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For more information:
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Brodeur Worldwide
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